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Abstract

The internet has provided immense benefits to society, but it has also posed significant risks, particularly for

children. Child exploitation and privacy risks associated with digital technology have become a growing concern,

as predators have found ways to exploit the anonymity of the internet to target vulnerable children. This paper

presents an overview of the challenges and strategies for taking a proactive approach to child safety online, with

a focus on online child exploitation and the risks associated with day-care and school journaling apps, online

gaming, social media and messaging apps.
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Protecting Children Online:

While the internet provides immense benefits, it also poses significant risks, particularly for children. Child

exploitation and privacy risks associated with digital technology have become a growing concern, as predators

have found ways to exploit the anonymity of the internet to target children. As such, it is crucial to take a

proactive approach to child safety online to protect children and create a safer and brighter future for all.

Online child exploitation has become a significant concern, with predators using online gaming platforms and

social media to engage in inappropriate behaviour with children. For example, on Roblox, an online gaming

platform, predators can offer children money (usually in-game currency) for sexual acts, engage in role-play

games that involve sexual activity, and move conversations to other platforms such as TikTok, where children can

be groomed, sextorted, and threatened.

It is essential to invest in up-to-date education in training for educators, staff and parents enable them to

understand risky online activity, particularly on social media and messaging apps, where predators often move

their activities. Law enforcement must also have the necessary resources and expertise to identify and

apprehend predators, including working closely with companies operating online platforms to identify and report

suspected abuse.

Local community social media groups frequently feature callouts from parents asking for recommendations for

the best childcare centre, or sometimes advice on which ones to avoid. Many centres and schools are

recommended based on the use of their centre App, and how engaged the service is, with the App keeping you

up to date on everything your child is doing during the day.

The App, you will be told, makes life so much easier. You’ll be sold on how much information is put into it.

General newsletters, the weekly menu, photos of your child, observations, and reflections, you’ll know just how

much they slept and ate and all about their toilet habits. App and software developers have seen the benefit of

creating childcare (and school) Apps. The industry is lucrative and seemingly has an infinite future supply of user

accounts.

When we as adults download an App, we consent to the Terms and Conditions, whether we read them or not,

and honestly, how many people really read the fine print? By simply downloading and ticking that little ‘I agree’

box, we are consenting for our own data to be used by the App as well as consenting to permissions such as

accessing our photos, comments, phone contacts, and sometimes even our location. We understand that we are
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adding to our own digital footprint, and for the most part, that’s fine, we’re adults, and we get to make that

decision. But what happens to the rights of our children? What data are the apps collecting, and who can see it?

How will the data these apps collect affect them in the future?

These are the questions we raise regarding the Apps that most childcare centres enforce for communication

purposes when a child first attends their centre or when the Centre chooses to introduce one.

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a set of privacy and data protection rules enforced by the

European Union (EU) to protect the personal data and privacy of individuals within the EU. The GDPR changes

the way data processors deal with data for residents in the European Union. GDPR is one of the first regulations

that exports the marketplace principle which means that even companies outside the EU that process personal

data of EU citizens are subject to GDPR and must adhere to the same privacy and data protection standards as

companies within the EU. It is applicable for every European whose data is processed on digital platforms no

matter where it is used. GDPR sets guidelines for the collection, processing, and storage of personal data and

outlines the rights of individuals regarding their personal data.

In the case of childcare applications, data about the child is indirectly processed, so should be stated in the

privacy policies. Parents should be made aware that their children’s data is processed, and training should be

provided on what they are signing up for and how to use these apps. This will help the parents make informed

choices and it will also help to protect the centre or school using the apps, so they have evidence that formal

training was provided to parents and documented.

The use of Apps in a childcare and school settings is very commonplace but what many don’t realise, is that

when we as parents and/or carers agree to these Apps on behalf of our children, we are aiding in the creation

and building of their digital footprint, a footprint that they have no control over, and this footprint can be very

sensitive. Arguably, your childcare service provider does not have control over this footprint either. Nor do their

staff completely understand the crossover with Cyber Security and Cyber Safety and the issues caused for a

child’s future and safety.

When a childcare service provider or school enters into an agreement with an App provider, the contract of

service is between the service provider and the App provider. The parent or guardian is merely a user, not a party

to the contract. In basic legal terms, if you are not a party to a contract, you cannot enforce it or seek a remedy

for any breach or damage.

When a parent submits the completed enrolment forms, the service provider enters the personal details of

parents/guardians in the administrators’ side of the App. A child’s data is also entered into the App, including

sensitive medical information, insurance, any medical providers, and medical reports.

The provider then uses the App to upload daily routines, toileting data, sleep data, feeding data, photos,

observations, stories, and incident reports, including behavioural notes and other tailored reports. Likely a

parent/guardian can comment on the entries made. Sometimes other children will be included in these entries.

And yes, mistakes can be made with a simple click on the wrong child or parent, seeing your child’s photo,

sensitive information, being shared with other families. The enormous amount of information shared on every

child every day is also a distraction for the Teacher or Childcare staff member taking away from their actual job of

educating a child and keeping children safe while onsite at the service provider.

Many Apps allow ‘family’ to view a child’s journal, which also includes other children if they are featured in a

child’s account (which is highly likely). There is no vetting of who can get these invitations; it’s on the user to

invite others. This could be an aunt, an uncle, the grandparents, or even the man who lives next door, ‘just in

case.’ This means that someone else is seeing a child, someone a parent hasn’t consented to. You do not get to

approve additional users who are added or given access by other parents, only those you choose to provide

access to yourself.

Additionally, there is rarely two-factor authentication in these Apps to protect login details and to track that people

are who they say they are. Let’s not forget it’s common to practise to share login details with family than have
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them set up their profiles, so commentary, viewership, and communications can be from someone who is not the

intended user.

Mandating the use of Apps is becoming standard for the convenience of childcare providers. Recently, we have

been made aware of more and more After School Care services mandating the use of Apps. In some cases,

even including that, the service provider can only be notified of absences in the app. Otherwise, an

‘administration fee’ will apply. This is also applicable to many primary and secondary schools.

What’s the problem with using a childcare App if, seemingly, every other industry has one? Very little research

has been conducted into the childcare App market. It doesn’t even raise eyebrows as these Apps are seen as

convenient and a timesaver for the provider and a key engagement driver for parents. And the Apps aren’t silly;

some are designed with the whole mummy/daddy guilt in mind, played on by the developers, so parents feel that

they can’t sign up without suffering from major FOMO and a massive case of the guilts.

A Privacy and Security Analysis of Mobile Child Care Apps is a study that was released in March 2022. The

study looked at 42 Apps and found a direct threat to privacy by tracking mechanisms embedded in the

applications. Another risk it noted was information leakage.

We forget that children cannot consent to their data being stored. That in itself raises privacy issues. As the

authors of this study state, it is the job of the parents and educators to act with caution. Always remember that

we are the product if something is free to use. If a child’s daycare centre or school is using a free App to keep

parents up to date with what a child is doing, that means that they could be paying with external access to all the

data stored within it.

Serious questions need to be considered about the mandatory use of these Apps when considering

anti-discrimination laws and the privacy rights of a child. There appears to be a giant black hole, and these two

do not meet. On a cursory glance, forcing an individual or family to use an App for convenience appears to be

nothing short of indirect discrimination against those exercising their rights to keep their lives offline.

The Human Rights Commission defines indirect discrimination as:

“Where an unreasonable rule or policy that is the same for everyone but has an unfair effect on people who

share a particular attribute.”

Yet, for many, they will not satisfy the protected attributes required under our discrimination laws, such as gender,

disability, or race (amongst others). Some will, however, for example, the vision impaired who may not be able to

utilise these apps or perhaps families who are not from an English-speaking background. Those of us who have,

for want of a better expression, a ‘conscientious objection’ to putting our children’s data online have no

protection.

Interestingly, the Convention of the Rights of the Child states that:

“ 1. No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her privacy, family, home or

correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his or her honour or reputation, and

2. The child has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks”

These Apps that have been designed for convenience do not seem to consider either of these aspects, and there

is a gaping hole. How can we protect our children from storage and usage of their data?

The concerns with this are many, including that most services do not consult or are not consulting with

parents/guardians about using an App, moving to an App, or in the case of new families to a service, even

providing them with an option to use the App or to inform them that one is being used.

Some families have no choice due to vacancy rates for centres in specific geographical locations. At best, you’ll

be presented with a Privacy Policy or referred to the Centre’s Privacy Policy on their website that concerns the

Centre itself and how it handles your and your child’s personal information. In one instance that has been
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observed, the Centre’s Privacy Policy is very vague, stating “… realises the importance of privacy to

families/guardians and as such does not release any information of records stored to a third party for their use

without the account holders’ authority unless required by law”.

Arguably, the transmission of personal information is not being ‘used’ by the third party. Still, this Privacy Policy

makes no mention that the service utilises an App and that, as part of the Terms of Use of the service, personal

details will be disclosed. You also need to agree to the Apps’ Terms and Conditions and their Privacy Policy.

One service provider state in their Terms and Conditions that whilst they take care to provide services and

ensure that the App and website is free of any virus or malware, they are not responsible for damage caused,

and that you indemnify the developer from all liabilities, costs and expenses. In relation to privacy, it states that

whilst it aims to take due care, they do not warrant and cannot ensure the security of any information which is

provided, and information is transmitted solely at your risk.

The first generation of social media users are now parents, and they are the target market for these Apps. This

generation had little or no guidance about the risks of what they were using when they were in school in the early

2000s, and now they are becoming parents; many don’t know the questions that they should be asking because

it all just feels like ‘the way it is’.

However, the problem with some of these apps, especially for those who are not tech savvy, is that you may not

know what questions to ask regarding what vulnerabilities these Apps may have, what trackers are in place for

analytics, or how they are used. We also don’t know how our data is used to ‘better the product,’ how secure the

cloud storage is, and what country it is in (many Apps state that data is ‘stored in an external data storage

facility.’

And what happens to photographs and videos uploaded of our children? Who can download them, and who is

taking screenshots? Who are the other parents, grandparents, siblings, aunties, or uncles who now have access

to photos of your children through the App? For parents with no choice as to providers, their children’s data,

along with their own, is being held for ransom because the use of the App is mandated by using the service.

On top of all this, we have no idea what this data will look like for our children in the future. Already, some life

insurers are using the reason a person has accessed mental health services, including youth mental health

services, even without a formal diagnosis of a mental health condition, to decline or heavily restrict offering

insurance coverage to an individual. This has been identified in various complaints to State Anti-Discrimination

Tribunals and highlighted in a 2021 report by the Australian Public Interest Advisory Centre.

Whilst there is clear discrimination here, some insurers are finding their way around the Anti-Discrimination laws.

Often, consumers do not know or understand their rights to challenge the decisions made. In addition to these

reports, Safe on Social has been informed of cases where individuals are being declined insurance coverage for

having had episodes of anxiety, including young adults.

What about the possible impact of this data being released or otherwise located by our children’s potential

employers down the track? How will the possible disclosure of this information impact their job-seeking? Already

we know that employers are searching for prospective employees, with many scrutinising their social media

presence, and the perceived reality of a candidate is an influencing factor for some employers. Adding an extra

layer of sensitive information could be devastatingly adverse for some individuals.

There is no suggestion that these Apps or the data collected is being misused at present, but any data collection

is open to exploitation. Data such as sleep patterns, toileting, and what our children eat during the day is

essential for some parents, but does it need to be collected and stored, especially when we don’t know who the

App developers may share the data with? or sell it to?
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Photographs of our children are lovely, but do they need to be stored in a third-party Application that cannot

guarantee our children’s privacy? Who monitors or vets who are allowed to use the App, and what invitations can

be sent to what family members or friends?

Other issues are more subtle but of equal importance. For starters, forcing a parent to utilise an App may

disadvantage some members of our society (the vision impaired or other language speakers), potentially

resulting in some form of indirect discrimination. It may even go further to discriminate against parents with family

responsibilities who feel they have no choice but to remove their children from services because of a desire to

protect their privacy. Those parents are forced to choose between work or placing their child in the care of a

service provider who mandates storing their child’s data and who has no control over disclosing that data.

We all sign Permission to Publish forms for our children, and there used to be a choice. If you opted out, you

would be emailed the photo or given a printed copy. But lately, Safe on Social has been contacted more and

more by parents that feel discriminated against. For example, a parent contacted us who was very upset that she

had to pull her child from an early childhood after-school activity because she didn’t agree to photos of her child

being published online. She had escaped domestic violence and did not want photos of her child online. She was

told that her child could not participate if they could not be photographed and published on the business’s social

media pages.

Newer parents are learning from older parents and are indeed becoming wiser. New parents are making

conscious choices to keep their children’s data offline; they’re not posting photos and are thankfully starting to be

more cyber-street smart. But are they thinking about the Apps they use to keep track of their children’s activities

during the day in childcare or just not sharing them on the major social media platforms?

We teach our children about being safe online, and generally, we are now becoming more cautious about when

we allow them online and what we allow them to do. These Applications and mandating their use of them take

that control away from parents who cannot make informed decisions about what or how their data and their

children’s is being used. Isn’t it time we had a conversation about how best to manage the delicate balance

between convenience and our children’s privacy?

________________

Kirra is a renowned cyber safety expert, with over 30 years of experience in the fields of cyber security, IT
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As the Founder of Safe on Social, Kirra splits her time between the Asia Pacific Headquarters in Byron Bay,
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the largest and most trusted cyber safety education and training group of companies globally.

Kirra is a global thought leader in cyber safety, providing organisations of all sizes with cyber safety and social

media risk management awareness training on an international scale. She is a dynamic and engaging public

speaker and media commentator, having written for numerous media organisations and appeared on major

international news channels. She is also a regular guest on podcasts across the world.

Kirra's straightforward, no-nonsense approach empowers people with knowledge, giving them the skills to

consume technology positively rather than have their lives consumed by technology. Her extensive experience

advising governments and organisations of all sizes for 18 years before founding Safe on Social has powered the
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In 2020, Kirra appointed a first-of-its-kind advisory committee of young people to help guide Safe on Social's

work. She is known for her dedication to the cyber safety cause and expertise in every aspect of the sector,

making her a highly sought-after speaker and commentator.

More information about Kirra and the Safe on Social team can be found on their website www.safeonsocial.com
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